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ndependence Day in the United States when the
ideals in the Declaration of Independence shine
through the failings and the great work that remains
to form a more perfect union. ROARSHOCK PAGE also
notes July 4 as birthday of Helga E. Wilson, soprano.
Next, back to Real Replica Watches by Anon of Ibid…
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
TWENTIETH HOUR: GRAMMY GRANNY
After a while, finding that nothing more curiouser and
curiouser happened, Emily Neff decided she was retaining these portions of the scene, and also the peaceful
glory of the stranger in the country, resident during several preceding execrable scenes that our history blushes
to record. So she simply bowed, and took the thimble.
Believe Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung’s bones never saw a
more poor, or crazy, number. Of course, Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon, pointed to Emily Neff who shut up like a
telescope. She looked down at her hands, and with
hands clasped over their gravestones, was ready to call
the congregation turkey, toffee, and hot buttered toast.
She very soon finished. The best way to explain it
would be to talk tail on such a subject of family questions; no matter what you do with your watch, you will
enjoy it. When she was old enough to ask them they
were mostly wondering what wrinkled every brow, and
filled the universal heart with the flight of unseen spirits.
Charlie, getting up wind whistled by, and waved and
immediately stood very good-natured and began hunting
about for them, but they were become wholly the property of one curiouser and curiouser figure. She @ first
thought it must be Charlie, or Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon, but soon submitted to those who wanted leaders and
had been her lesson-book guide your order shall be ex
position reject. Follow ink and without ascending the
stairs like that, know you're doing the best you can,
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung concentrated on a chance to do
something with her eye. Nay, the very same thoughts
would often be a bright brass plate considering how in
the world to get out again. Such thought was occasioned
by a plentiful crop of wood wax, which wears the times,
but new adventures had crowded the old ones from
mind. Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon started violently, gave
a sudden leap out of the slope and the even line of its
summit, a green rampart along the garden path. Emily
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Neff could get all by Evelyn Grant tramline, in backhand to walk tickle grab with this purpose then succeeded with a colorful song when the inability to look down
up wind whistled by, and waved very good-naturedly
and began hunting about for them on curiouser and curiouser paths. Emily Neff was sure it must be Charlie, or
Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon. The government had also
been urged to do more to promote defined personality
disorders for consumers. Deeply ingrained and enduring
patterns, manifested themselves as inflexible responses
to a broad range of personal and social situations freezing eggs for future use of the similarity of their lost boycott weakened after the lost deal gone right. She simply
bowed, and took the thimble, but, oh dear Emily Neff,
was then more than nine feet high, and she at once took
MORE. After further review, our lenders have established broad range of personal and social situations
which can now take the step of freezing eggs for future
use antipathy of the similarity of their dispositions. Exist, widely adopted corporate partner in liberalizing
trade, confronting will not diminish. Don't worry about
approval, credit will not disqualify to launch a first
strike quite out of sight; and Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung
had taunted with indubitable proofs other generations,
whose moss-grown names could scarce be read upon
hotspots. Don't neglect the kind words, the soft hand on
her hot cheek, and the pity spare a minute from your
pretty work to take a stitch in my old glove. Charlie,
also, as a last touch of elegance, a smelling-bottle without any smell in question rose involuntarily to lips,
through body behind powder building cream, Emily
Neff had taken Evelyn Grant to bed with her to atone
for approaching behind the window curtains, letting no
one see the grateful tears as splendid as you like and
profit by experience and keep that foolish vow you
mental disturbed suspected. The pen almost floated by,
particularly incumbent on those who satisfy, who never
sold sleep dishonored. Evelyn Grant, will you weave
restore him to fight me take an x-ray? That religion
stomach surprise damaged exactly the question which
expected strange feed loop developed. Also handsome
lock decay, very much flattered by asking Charlie if
naughty tendency would not be easy, indeed, to bridge
a time knit flower. The woman, Evelyn Grant, seemed
stretched forth in beauteous uniformity of lines, now a
good poison house last doubtfully and chin, very sufficient income, smiling the only point to flatter herself,
on thick language, clap soon, suspend waited on wheel
of burst spring. Peel record puzzled plan modern crawl
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branch read perhaps successfully be pleasant. Emily
Neff happened to provide adjustment hungry word pretty secretary beautiful. A long solid punishment journey
side, watch assents unlucky wall paint truthfully after a
short pause of agreeable crooked intelligence. We have
pills for any disease issue, also called erectile dysfunction. As her ladyship received them civilly, it was plain
that wild horses were prancing on the roof; as if howling ghosts rushed and swayed backward and forward,
and the star dipped and swung over all. More well-todo women had always made it a rule of intimacy burning in very truth; the fire ran a little strange along the
one called an overview of the sales letter. What about a
daily diary of business? How about a major case of
roommate fear to get a psychopath for a roommate and
everything on thick felt produce completely taken language in. Ladies clap soon suspend waited on wheels
those who fold so looking spotless inquisitive the other
way earlier than boiling harmony expect such girl plan
fix invent confused on seeing the weather. Feel thee
saying, will keep my kingdom to the lord and these
words put a recompense day to hand. Let it be, sign
then, as spotless you wish, sweet cost angel; god overcome woman refuse whom the struck trade had seen
leave the ship die; brass hair yes, my lord. Well, then,
go, wait for discussion. But drop if impossible woman
potato bleed partial to a man, and does not reduce artwork provides fact, more than half of all men over 40
have difficulties getting or maintaining an erection. You
leave me, add odd hour. Yes; society also have note a
pious dream interferes like silver victoriously comfort
zoom you kitchens here fool. Do gentle you false then
love me? Oh, Evelyn Grant, he asks obnoxiously if I
brush flood cup love him. Evelyn Grant, on be tactics:
Online pharmacy presents top products we hung now
on the very edge of the great carriage immediately
proofs of for I never was small as this before, never.
And I declare other generations, whose moss-grown
names could scarce be read upon soon submitted to by
those who wanted leaders, and had other hotspots, the
soft hand on her hot cheek, and the pity put away altogether, trusting that if Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon was
teacher, wisely omitting such lessons as he was not
equal that again please continued religion Charlie, radiate chew sought to ease any doubts involved in talks
described as encouraging. Although shareware versions
list exist they get the big picture. Boost site opening out
like the largest telescope that was past supper time detained them a while longer on and at length it was settled that their fellow Americans would refrain from any
form of military or short essays concerning my journey
as a new and impressionable experience that has already
happened. Rise an additionally 100% safeguard of computer storage not many painters who had trained for
years to be able to replicate a totally computerized,
could get the product hammering, and have unbelievable sex 24/7!!! Be happy with it!
— Anon of Ibid
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FULL BUCK MOON
Thomas Savery patented the first commercially used steam engine in England.
Idaho admitted as the 43rd U.S. state.
Helga Elizabeth Stürmer (Helga Wilson)
was born in Timișoara, Romania.
Daniel Nelson James suffered a stroke at
his home in Cottonwood, California.
U.S. INDEPENDENCE DAY
Surviving members of The Grateful Dead
play final farewell concert in Chicago.
Ringo Starr (Richard Starkey) was born.
The Hollywood Bowl opened.
The Hollywood Sign officially dedicated.
BASTILLE DAY—FRANCE
Daniel N. James died in Redding, CA.
John Ball, leader in the Peasants' Revolt,
was hanged, drawn and quartered in the
presence of King Richard II of England.
NEW MOON
Mission San Diego de Alcalá, California
first mission, founded by Junípero Serra.
Hunter S. Thompson born in Louisville.
The Riot Act took effect in England.
Apollo 11 made first landing on Moon.
Daniel Patrick Wilson was born.
Bob Dylan electric @ Newport Folk Fest.
The Geneva Convention was signed.
Beatrix Potter was born.
J. K. Rowling was born.
FULL BLUE MOON

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
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Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 8, Number 8 will be available July 22, 2015.
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